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Question #:1

When creating a new segment, an Analysis Project is ______________________.

not applicable for the top-level segments

an optional configuration step

a mandatory configuration step

selected by the system automatically

Answer: B

Question #:2

In a real time container, if the  is set to , then theClick through behavior Capture click through only
____________.

click through URL is not returned

offer flow is not initiated

channel only records the click through

click through is not recorded in the interaction history

Answer: C

Question #:3

To implement contact policy regulations, the Direction property must be set to __________________.

Offer Treatment

Call Centre

Outbound

Inbound

Answer: D

Question #:4
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In Pega Marketing, if a real-time container is active between 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. and the request is raised
at 3:00 p.m., then ______________.

the request is captured in the interaction history

an offer expired message is displayed

the request is stored for later processing

the request is ignored

Answer: B

Question #:5

Which decision component belongs to the Arbitration category?

Prioritization

Decision Table

Adaptive Model

Scorecard

Answer: A
Question #:6

In Pega Marketing, the details about the membership of a control group are stored in the ______________.

customer table

interaction history

control group segment

control group table

Answer: B
Question #:7

In a decision strategy, the “Test run” panel allows you to inspect_______________.

the output of any decision component

only the output of the Results decision component

the first output of any component
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the output of any decision component except Sub-strategies

Answer: C

Question #:8

When using an adaptive model in a marketing campaign, the Treatment type used in the Offer Flow must
match the value of the property ________________.

pyDirection

TreatmentType

pyChannel

pyTreatment

Answer: C

Question #:9

In a decision strategy, which decision component both filters relevant offers and prioritizes these offers?

Prioritization component

Filter component

Group By component

Switch component

Answer: A

Question #:10

A campaign status changes to “Wrap-up” when _________________.

the strategy has been run for all the customers in the segment

the segment is processed

the user changes the status via the Action menu

all offers have reached their “End Shape”




